KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.8  
LOCUS CB28001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 466.25 - N  
                466.25 - S

END LEVEL(S) 466.10 - N  
               466.03 - S

UNDER LOCUS (ES) n/a

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB28006, CB70.008

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB26.003

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.75  
   FINE 0  UNIQ

LDM Rao al-Fuqra

SPAN/CONDITION n/a; small + worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  
          HELM MOULDMADE  
          ADMAN

187 SF lamp frag K08L002

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

130A133 - Bone x 6 + 1 shell

5. OTHER

131 Glass bs; 134 - iron

6. IND

132 Glass bracelet K08G001

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB28001 is a late rubble wall. It only has one preserved course. It has been robbed out in several patches/areas. The section along the northern baulk was uncovered just below the topsoil. The wall runs N-S and at its widest point is 1.5m and at its narrowest is 0.5m. The rubble ranges in size from smaller pieces 15-25cm and larger stones ca. 30cm and slightly larger. The units on either side of the wall are topsoil levels.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2800

LOCUS CB280001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) soil beneath wall CB280001

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 466.15, 466.10

END LEVEL(S) 465.94, 465.00

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB28004

UNITS IN LOCUS 9, 10

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB28006

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0.75 FINE 0.65kg UNID 4.0kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELD, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC.). USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is directly below Wall CB28001. It was excavated in 2 squares and 1 at N-S and bisected CB28001. The soil was dry and clumpy with some decayed limestone patches, presumably from the wall. This locus was sitting atop more topsoil, which is locus CB28004.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB28
LOCUS CB28002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) Center:
S: 465.18, 464.87; N: 464.73

END LEVEL(S) n/a

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB28009
OVER LOCUS (ES) n/a

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI; IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Rubble and rubble wall. One large ashlar block coming out from southern baulk. This block is 0.85m N-S and ca. 0.44m E-W but this is not the true dimension because it disappears into the baulk. The wall extends to the west. The wall runs north-south and aside from the one ashlar block is made up of rubble & field stones. CB28002 is 0.74m wide. The larger field stones range from 0.40-0.50cm in width.
At its highest point, the wall is preserved to 3 courses in the south where the ashlar is preserved in the topmost course. To the north of CB28006 the wall is preserved to 2 courses but in the middle only 1 course is visible. From what is visible, the wall was constructed w/ large field stones creating the ledges of the wall and then filled in w/ smaller rubble btw the 2 rows like so! and then melon sized rubble were used to fill the upper courses.

CB28002 runs past CB28006 but doesn't bend with it. In fact, where the line of the wall CB28002 is about 15cm east of the end of CB28006 but has been filled in with small rubble rocks.

In the north, CB28002 seems to have been robbed at this elevation. A significant portion of CB28002 has been robbed out to a fairly low elevation and by the end of excavation only the topmost surface of the wall has been exposed.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2 8

LOCUS CB28003

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FLOOR

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.14
END LEVEL(S) 465.12

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB28013
QUER LOCUS(ES) CB28003.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB28.069

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1 kg FINE 1.65 UNID 0.35 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
1244 BONE Y2

5. OTHER

6. INU.

L640 LIMESTONE MILLSTONE KO85020

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE QUER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Patch of plaster floor. CB28003 is a swath of plaster floor that has been irregularly preserved. It is very ephemeral in patches and runs over the door threshold created by removal of CB28005. Resting on the floor was an assemblage of Phoenician semi-fine containers. Although it doesn't actually touch CB28004 or CB28006, it is likely associated by these two features. It is
preserved up to 1m N-S at its longest extent and 1.2m EW at its widest point which is between CB28004 and CB28006. Patches and traces of the floor can be seen in the western bank and along the doorway threshold sub-level. It is a hard packed plaster floor with some pebble inclusions.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2803.1  
LOCUS CB28003.1  
TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FULL UNDER PLASTER FLOOR  
BEG. LEVEL (S) 465.12  
END LEVEL (S) 465.80  
UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB28003  
OVER LOCUS (ES) CB280014  
UNITS IN LOCUS: 70, 71

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 5.4 FINE 0.1 KG  
   UNID 225

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELL. MOULDMADE 7 LBS ROMAN  
   FOLDED PERSIAN  LATE 3RD/EARLY 2ND

3. COINS  
   KOS 1017

4. FAUNAL  
   1226 BONE X 26; 1226 SHELL X 6; 1227 BONE X 4

5. OTHER  
   1352 STONE X 2; 1228 GLASS OR QUARTZ

6. IND.  
   1354 CHOC. BROWN CHERT

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the soil fill sealed below CB28003. The soil was similar to the texture of fill throughout the rest of CB28003 - sandy, moist with some clumps. The fill here is this fill can be dated to the Hellenistic period and is above the Persian fill of Locus CB28014. Although CB28003 has no LDM later...
than Persian, this locus demonstrates that the floor is Hellenistic and should be associated with CB28004.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB28.8

LOCUS CB28004

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) N 465.84; E 465.17; 465.08

END LEVEL(S) n/a

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB28004

OVER LOCUS(ES) n/a

UNITS IN LOCUS: n/a

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.________ FINE________ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLAKE

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This is a poor and rubble wall running E-W. It emerges out of the west bank #10m. It is preserved to its found courses -(5 course of wall + 1 course of foundation stones) The wall ends at a doorway which is identifiable by an ashlars block on end. The southern face of CB28004 preserves some of its plaster facing.
The rubble used to construct the wall are field stones varying from 20-35 cm. It abuts CB28005, which was removed. It did not bond to CB28005, which filled in the doorway at a later date.

This locus also includes a doorway and 2 ashlar blocks extend toward the east. The 2 ashlar blocks are fairly decayed and are 0.8 m x 0.7 and 1.10 m wide. On the north side it is clear that they are resting on another course of stones - likely a foundation course - which also runs the extent of CB28004 under the doorway on the other side.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB28
LOCUS: CB28005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): WALL

BEGIN LEVEL(S): 465.89; 465.74; 465.72
END LEVEL(S): 465.70

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB28004
OVER LOCUS (ES): CB28004

UNITS IN LOCUS: CA2.8.057

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.5 kg, FINE SALT UNIO 0.6 kg
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE roman
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL: Bone x 6
5. OTHER
6. INU.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS ERIE UNDER/UNDER/TASTING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB28005 is a late squatter's wall. It is ca. 1m in length (E-W) and ca. 0.7m wide (N-S). It is an E-W wall and is built alongside CB28004 but does not appear to bond with it. It is 2 courses in depth and has been constructed of a combination of ashlar blocks, and field stones. The ashlars range in size from 50 x 40 to 50 x 30 cm. The field stones range in size from flat = narrow (0.30 cm x 0.08) to more...
Rounded 0.2 x 0.2 and 0.3 x 0.4m. The 2 courses are testing on packed fill in which there are at least 2 visible ceramic remains. At the moment it is unclear how it relates to the floor CB28003. Furthermore, there appears to be more of the Hellenistic wall further to the east and it seems that this wall may have just filled in a portion of robbed out Hellenistic wall. Or it could have filled in a doorway which could explain its short length (1m) and abrupt end. Of course it also could have been robbed. Upon its removal we will look to see how it related to the floor CB28003 and CB28004, the Hellenistic wall.

In terms of its construction CB28005 doesn't appear to have been built as wide as the earlier Hellenistic wall. 3 stones (2 ashlar-like blocks, and a thin-field stone) sit atop another ashlar block oriented E-W but contrast to the N-S ashlar block of the Hell. wall that CB28005 abuts. The irregular N-S near field stones seem to fill in the area of extra width.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB28
LOCUS: CB28005.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): FILL BELOW CB28005

BEG. LEVEL(S): 465.40
END LEVEL(S): 465.08
UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB28005
OVER LOCUS(ES): CB28004

UNITS IN LOCUS: 58, 59

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 6.4kg FINE 1.5kg UNID 1.55kg

2. LDM 2nd c. Square rim jar, then local Fine

3. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM, MOULDMADE ROMAN

4. COINS

5. FAUNAL

6. INU.

1668 SF Flask K08 P115; 1842 SF Amphoriskoi K08 P113

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLAKE

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS I.E. OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the fill below CB28005 which together with this locus filled in the doorway of CB28004. Within this fill was the neck of a Semi Fine jug. The soil was typical of the fill in CB28 - brown, sandy and moist with few inclusions. The presence of the Semi Fine ware indicates that this fill is the filling in the doorway.
is a later phenomenon than the original use phase of the rooms of CB28 and the wall CB28004.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.8
LOCUS CB28006

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Topsoil

BEG. LEVEL(S) SE 466.16; SN 466.30
NE 465.35; NW 466.29

END LEVEL(S) SE 465.81; SN 465.93
NE 465.80; NW 466.08

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB28007, CB28008

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB28007, CB28008

UNITS IN LOCUS:

001 - 007, 027, 028

FINES:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 50.4kg FINE n/a UNID n/a

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS
96. Bronze coin K08CO07

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER
48. Glass x5

6. INU.
102. K08SAH002 - Attic BG floorsherd, 103.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/ FLOAT
1823. K08PO201, K08PO202 - Ras el-Fiqra

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 1E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the topsoil covering CB2.8. At its deepest this locus has an almost 0.55mm depth. The soil was very dark brown and hummus-like, dry and hard. There was a combo of ancient and modern finds ranging from stamped amphorae handles to modern bullet casings.
49. Metal short spike
66. Glass 2 nos
67. Metal-bullet casing; iron
95. " "
129. Steel Rod/Nail

68. Bone x 10
94. Bone x 6
128. Shell x 2
127. Bone x 18
570. Bone x 3

This locus covered the entirety of the trench and covered and was below CB2B001.

1839. Ras al Fuqua vessel K08P210
1840. Ras al Fuqua vessel K08P211
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.8  

LOCUS CB28007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) fill - subsuel

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.81 - 465.67

END LEVEL(S) 465.68 - 465.28

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB28006

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB28008, CB28010

UNITS IN LOCUS: 029, 033

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 26.25 FINE 0.7 UNID 11.2

LDM Ras al Fuqra

SPAN/CONDITION ERBA - early moderns horn but OK Hall edges

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 591. Bone x 42, 592. Shell x 4; 654. Bone x 27

5. OTHER Iron Nails: 593. Copper Nails; 574 Copper alloy Strip

6. INU. 1875. KOS P205 Aegean Amph. 15

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI 1E OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This undefined locus is a small, irregular layer of subsuel that exists mainly
in the north and the east, that is where there was not a significant
amount of hermen fill. The soil
contained some rubble and was not yet
a sandy as the soil typical of the
fill in CB2.8.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB28

LOCUS: CB28008

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): full - hermen

BEG. LEVEL(S): 465.93

END LEVEL(S): 465.34, 465.52

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB28006

OVER LOCUS(ES): CB28009

UNITS IN LOCUS:
011 - 017, 019, 034 - 037, 050, 052, 021

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 32.4 kg; FINE 4.6 kg; UNID 36 kg

LDM Modern ceramic - 106 pieces by Rao al Fugha

SPAN/CONDITION: EBA - early modern; small - large

Joints with hermen

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD_________ HELL, MOULDMADE__________ ROMAN________

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

LTO: Bone x 16, 17. Bone x 11, 793. Bone x 35, 744. Bone x 41

5. OTHER

2753. Shell x 11, 192. Bone x 32, 342. Bone x 13, 250. Shell x 2

HERMEN: 1329 1333 1326 1327 3 1328

6. INJ: KO8P145, KO8P142, KO8P146, KO8P157, KO8P140, KO8P141

K08P143, K08P144, K08P147

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IF OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is a thin layer of fill that is identifiable by its high proportion of hermen jar fragments. It is notable that in only one small area - unit 50 - was the hermen actually articulated and recognizable to another feature. Unit 50 was an articulated partial hermen jar that was abutted by a southern face of CB28004. The rest of this locus contained unarticulated...
1837. Local Fine Bone. K03P208


270. Geams x 1!

635. Bone x 60

704. Bone x 2

372. Bone x 2

1871. PBG. Jar. K08P207

1871. PBG. Jar. K08P207

1871. PBG. Jar. K08P207

1871. PBG. Jar. K08P207

1871. PBG. Jar. K08P207

The Roman occupation is likely due to the needs of transportation and trade.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.8  LOCUS CB28009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) fill - Hellenistic

BEG. LEVELS  END LEVELS
465.77, 465.52, 465.22  465.00, 464.91

UNDER LOCUS(ES)  OVER LOCUS(ES)
CB28007, CB28008  CB28010, CB28012

UNITS IN LOCUS:
023, 024, 026, 038, 039, 041-043, 045, 046-049,
051, 054, 056, 072.

FINDS:
053,
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 19.4 kg  FINE 7.9 kg  UNID  65.2 kg

LOM Kfar Hananya

SPAN/CONDITION EBA - early Roman; small-med; worn but good edges on hell
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL; MOULDMADE ROMAN
   WO FOLD LAMP; SF FOLD LAMP K081003

3. COINS
931 K080032 - copper alloy
4. FAUNAL
340 bone x 47, 341 shell x 2, 763 bone x 52, 747 shell x 2

5. OTHER K08P14-10
534 K08P14-8

6. IND. K08P14-9 (Hermon) K08P089 > Amphoriskoi
   BI. K08P089: Caesarea K08P090

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT
864 K08P089, sent for residue analysis
865 K08P090

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is a significant locus that covers most of the trench. The upper levels if it seem to be the last of the Roman layer but relatively undisturbed and included reverse mended complete profiles. The key to the fill is another significant portion of fill is that which covers over the robed parts of walls CB28004 and CB28002.
The robbing of these features is likely due to a result of the early Roman squatters/robbers who left the Kfar Hananya.

The soil of this unit is remarkably consistent - brown, sandy, and moist that when exposed to the sun dries to a grey color. Inclusions vary from burnt debris, plaster chips, to small rocks and pebbles. The lower units of this locus have LDM of Hellenistic date but the fact that we have complete-ish mended vessels at both the top's bottom have led to the focusing of all this material together.

While the robbing of the walls of CB280 of CB28 is attributed to the early Roman period, the vessels of this locus point to a Hellenistic squatter phase. It is presumably these people who blocked up the doorway in CB28004 and left behind an assemblage of Hellenistic vessels.

1827. FBG Ranji handle K83F207
1826. FBG bowl rim K83P124
1825. Basalt grinder

5. Metal - 3 iron nail fragments

844. Stopper x1
876. Bone x21
867. Bone x19
790. Iron nail
867. Bone x22
993. Bone x7
927. Bone x8
927. Iron nail
927. Shell x11
893. Bone x25
979. Bone x7
880. Iron spike shaft
1836. LBIIIa Cookpot K83P207
1837. K83P208
1837. K83P208
123. Chert bladelet
123. Bone x12
123. Bone x12
123. Bone x12
123. Bone x12
123. Bone x12
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB2.8
LOCUS: CB28010

TYPE: WAll, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
JUL- HELLENISTIC/ROMAN

BEG. LEVEL(S)
465.02

END LEVEL(S)
465.01 - 465.91

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB28009

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CB28011

UNITS IN LOCUS:
044, 060-062

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 23kg FINDS 82.6kG UNID 8.6 kg

LMK Kfar Hananya, BSR
& only 1 sherd in entire locus.
SPAN/CONDITION
EBUR-early Roman/Heletrnistic small-large, worn, bent, good edge, good field
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELLMOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS
792, K082082
4. FAunal
791, Bone x 7, 1008 Bone x 23, 1009 Shell x 7, 1070 Bone x 18
5. OTHER
1010 Iron fl. 1011 Iron nail fl. 1086 Stopper x 1
6. INV.
1208 Pillar, Spatter bench, K082010 - Figurine woman
1828, Ptd Spatter Level, K08P206
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS: OVER/UNDER/TANGENTIAL/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is Roman/Heletrnistic fill in an area clearly defined by
CB28004 at the south. It is mainly
Heletrnistic in its ceramic remains
but does include 1 sherd of Kfar
Hananya. Although there was no
floor in this so-called "north room."
This locus seems to be contemporary.
with the wall CB28004. The last unit in this locus, 062, uncovered the foundation course of the wall which seems to be of an earlier phase, likely Persian. This locus also abutted CB28005, the southern elevation of CB28004.

1088 Stopper x1

1072 Bees x 23
1073 Shell x1
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.8
LOCUS CB28011

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Pers.-Persian

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.79
END LEVEL(S) 464.54

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB28010
OVER LOCUS(ES) N/A

UNITS IN LOCUS: 063, 066

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 7.5kg FINE 0.1kg UNID 3.0kg
LDM semi fine

SPAN/CONDITION EBA - Persian

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
   1034. Bone x 6, 1106. Bone x 57, 1105. Bone x 105, 1106 Shell x 2

5. OTHER

6. INJ.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT N/A from Age 14WW 100P125

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the Persian fill from the "north room" of CB2.8. After only two
passes in this area, the decision was
made to stop digging here. We hoped
to find the bottom of wall CB28004 but
we only were able to expose 2 courses
of the foundation. The soil was fairly
sterile although the matrix of the fill is
consistent w/ that of the rest of the

Trench- brown, sandy & moist.  See at this loci also abuts CB28002 and the northern most end of this wall was shown to be floating as we tried to expose another corner of this wall as well.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.8
LOCUS CB28002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) fill - Persian

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.94 - 464.86
END LEVEL(S) 464.74 - 464.62

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB28009
OVER LOCUS(ES) n/a

UNITS IN LOCUS: 065, 067, 073, 074

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 29.7kg FINE 0.5kg UNID 10.4kg

LDM Semi Fine

SPAN/CONDITION MBA - Persian; small-med. worn except good orange Ware
LAMPS WHEELMADE HELL MOULDMADE ROMAN
OF folded lamp jar

2. COINS

3. FAUNAL

1105. Bone x 105, 1106. Shell x 2, 1223. Bone x 26, 1232. Bone x 64

4. OTHER

1190. UBBA Cookpot

5. INU. K08P125 - 1234. CW IA CW K085006 - Coreform

6. K08P150 - tubular ceramic object glass, bluish tnt.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT 1936. LBTa CP

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IF OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the Persian fill of the "smith room" of CB2.8. It is below
the Hellenistic fill. The excavation of this
locus exposed lower courses of both
CB28004 and CB28002. A lot of the
pottery was UNID because it is likely
the lower fill over the lower floor CB28003.
This locus also surrounded
the floor CB28003 and the millstone
just west of the floor.
1107. Iron nail
1187 - Stopper x 2
1222 - Glass x 2
1234 Burnt bone torp
1235. Bone x 30
1336. Shell x 4
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.8
LOCUS CB28013

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) - fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.49 - 465.28
END LEVEL(S) 465.08

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
030 - 032

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 24.25 FINE 0.6kg UNID 8.2kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 652. Bone x 23

595. Bone x 28, 596 Bone x 14 (inc. burnt and altered)

5. OTHER

597 Iron sq. head nail, 673. Stopper x 1, 674 chert blade

6. INU. 675. Stopper 653. Iron nail

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOC/IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is comprised of a series of units due east of the wall CB28002. For that reason, these units have been located separately and not folded into the larger matrix of CB2.8. Furthermore, this locus was the northern half of the Imbulek left between CB2.8 and 2.7 further and was significantly higher than the rest of the-
Southern half of CB2-8. Thus excavation took place in a fairly narrow strip. I believe that this led to the contamination of lower levels of Ras al Figus bis of the proximity to the south scarp/boulek and the frequent entrance exiting via this same area. Regardless of contamination, there to this locus is a separate room from the south room.